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Sports Psychology & Everyday Parallels
The theme of the 2018 Mental Fitness tips is the benefit of simple sports psychology principles,
not just for the sports person in the course of their sport, but more generally for the sports
person in other aspects of their life, and indeed for the person with no interest in sport
whatsoever.
This is not surprising, how one deals with motivation or anxiety or disappointment in sport is
similar to how one deals with these issues in general. So even if you browse this just looking
for an edge in your sport, you could find something that will help you with an exam, or an
upcoming work deadline, or make you a better listener for those around you.

Three levels to Sports Psychology

The next series of slides go from Level I to Level III

Level I - Basic Skills
Traditionally in club G.A.A. motivation was assumed,
the pride of the parish was at stake, and every man would
lay down his life, figuratively at least, for the club, so
that took care of the attitude piece. Times change, maybe
that assumption never fully held, but now you can fairly
sure the G.A.A. is just one of several interests that could
be pursued.
The implication is that if players are not enjoying it, at
some level, they will stop. It’s not hard training that kills
enjoyment (most people feel great once it’s over), it is
toxic environments, unchecked egos, no team cohesion,
constant negativity whether in team talks, from other
players, or even the style of play.
On the other hand people get worried if it’s all happy
campers, is anyone pushing each other on? So it’s a fine
balance to get that healthy competitive edge without
making everything absolute drudgery. At a minimum
there must be respect for each other, that is demonstrated
by encouragement, accepting that errors will occur, not
shouting the odds. Recently people noted how unusual it
was for the Irish soccer players to be giving out to each
other on the pitch, no surprise then when the wheels
came off the wagon….

Level II- Preparatory Skills
Typically very little if any time is devoted to mental
preparation. After the fact everyone has a view on who
‘wasn’t up for it’, who was ‘hiding’, who ‘went
missing’, who ‘lost the plot’ etc. etc. – all descriptions
that infer some performance failing of mental origins.
So if it affects team performance so much isn’t it worth
looking at?
Top teams will of course have sports psychologists, but
anyone can work on their own mental game.
Visualisation is a simple technique to make yourself as
prepared as possible for what’s ahead. So picture the
pitch where the game will be played, after that:









How are you likely to get on the ball?
What’s the ‘A’ option once you have it?
What are the ‘B’ & ‘C’ options?
Do you know your marker?, is his stronger leg
the left or right?, how does he try to get on the
ball?, how does he like to deliver it? What are
you going to do in response?
How will you be affected if a man is sent off
(who is most likely to go)?
If you’re 5 points up with 10 minutes to go are
you going to do anything differently? Etc. etc.
Is your self-talk where it needs to be?

Level III - Performance Skills
Yerkes-Dodson Law (optimal level of psych up)

Sport

Everyday Life

So there is an optimal level of psych up, not the assumed ‘orbit is best’. Psych up is also a personal thing, one guy has to scream and throw stuff,
the other is just ‘in the zone’, so how you really show it is by effort (regardless of ability) on the field, not the performance you put on in the
dressing room. Also, boring as it is, the current obsession with “the process” makes sense. The process is what you are actually going to do, only
that affects the scoreboard. No point screaming about how important the game is and the dire consequences of losing, if that isn’t appreciated
before the day of the game there’s a bigger problem…, but harping on about it just before the game is only increasing anxiety.

In-Game Concentration

Dr. Eddie Murphy’s book – Becoming your real self.
This is an excellent book, well worth a read. One point it makes is that ‘safety behaviours’ (strategies to avoid anything that might be stressful)
don’t work in the long run as what happens is that more and more things are avoided so the persons capacity to operate in the world keeps
diminshing – the safety behaviours keep the fear going. To break the cycle you need to take gradual steps to re-build capacity – these are called
“Ladders of Freedom” and below are just two examples from the book.

The Tractor Analogy – Hit the Diff!*

What discussion, regardless of the topic, would be complete without a tractor analogy… The differential varies the power to the wheels of any
vehicle allowing them to turn at different speeds so that steering can occur (imagine a tight turn, the outside wheel has to go further and therefore
faster). Tractors however have a differential lock (“the diff”) which can be applied so that equal power goes to both wheels. So the guy in the
picture, his right back wheel is spinning, the diffential is putting all the power into that wheel which has no traction, so all he’s doing is making a
mess and digging a hole. If he engages the differential lock power goes also to the left wheel so he can pull out of it.
Anxiety overload means that nearly all the power has gone to the ‘shortcut’ A (see 2 slides ago). So the ‘flight or fight’ response is the spinning
wheel, no progress just mess and digging holes. We need to learn techniques (deep breathing, CBT etc.) to engage our own differential lock,
distribute some power back to the more conscious and rational parts of the brain. So when it’s all going to s***, hit the diff!
*With thanks to a certain Country ‘n’ Irish artist

Hit the Diff

Your Partner ________________________
Your Family _________________________ ________________________ ________________
Your Friends _______________________

________________________ _________________

(The point is that the most important people are those around you, they don’t have to be health
professionals. By just showing helplines there’s perhaps the risk of a message “Don’t bother me,
talk to the professionals.” The first ‘counsellor’, and perhaps the most crucial one, is that one that
you can talk to early and often, the one listed above.)
Your local GP
Dr. Suzanne Fitzgibbon (061)392267
Shannondoc 1850 212 999

www.pieta.ie
www.samaritans.org 116 123

Support Groups
www.aware.ie 01 661 7211

www.grow.ie/resources/

Advice/Information/Services
www.oakwoodpsych.com/ Psychology & Psychotherapy in Castletroy (086) 3718602
http://www.yourmentalhealth.ie/ HSE
http://spunout.ie/health/category/mental-health

http://www.charteredaccountants.ie/Stress-Guide Free to download short book (20 pages) on
managing stress etc.
https://www.mentalhealth.org.uk/publications/overcome-fear-anxiety Free to download short
book (20 pages) on overcoming fear & anxiety.

Books
http://www.alustforlife.com/shop/The-Little-Book-of-Sound-p95950663 “The Little Book of
Sound. It’s a pocket guide designed to share ideas on how ‘being sound’ to ourselves and to others
can help our minds and society. It also has a little on the science that supports why it’s so
important.” €4.95 in bookshops or online.
http://www.dreddiemurphy.ie/becoming-your-real-self/ If you only buy one book let this be it.
Concise & practical, should be required reading for anyone who…can read.

